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AbstractWe study initial{ boundary value problems for elliptic{parabolic systems ofnonlinear partial dierential equations describing drift{diusion processes ofelectrically charged species in N{dimensional bounded Lipschitzian domains.We include Fermi{Dirac statistics and admit nonsmooth material coeÆcients.We prove existence and uniqueness of bounded global solutions.1 IntroductionWe study a mathematical model describing drift{diusion processes of electricallycharged species. Such processes play an important role in many branches of moderntechnology (see [4], [13], [14], [17]). The classical drift{diusion model of chargedcarrier transport in semiconductors was established by van Roosbroeck [16]. It con-sists of a Poisson equation for the electrostatic potential v0 and continuity equationsfor the densities u1; u2 of electrons and holes. The clasical van Roosbroeck modeldescribes processes in homogeneous semiconductor materials (e.g. silicon). Mod-ern devices are often heterostructures where complex reactions take place. By thisreason we admit nonsmooth data and n ( 2) species with densities ui and speciccharges qi.The mathematical model is formulated below in Section 2. It consists of aPoisson equation (2.1) and n continuity equations (2.2). The equation (2.1) expressesthe Gauss law, the system (2.2) means local carrier conservation. The system (2.1),(2.2) is completed by current relations (2.3), which suppose the antigradients of theelectrochemical potentials i from (2.5) to be driving forces for carrier transport. Weconsider the system (2.1), (2.2) in a bounded Lipschitzian domain 
  RN ; N  3;completed by boundary and initial conditions (2.7) { (2.9).The initial-boundary value problem (2.1), (2.2), (2.7) { (2.9) was formulated andstudied in [8]. In that paper the free energy was recovered to be Lyapunov functionalof the system and was used for proving a priori estimates, existence and uniquenessresults. However, for space dimension N  3 a gap remained between existence anduniqueness results in particular for the physically most relevant case that the staterelation (2.4) is according to Fermi{Dirac statistics. Actually for N  3 the paper[8] rests on following restricting hypotheses:The existence result holds for dielectric pemittivity  from (2.1) and conductivityfunctions di from (2.3) such that = constant ; di(t; x; z; ) = i(z)  ; (1.1)1
that means, Ji =  i(vi)ri. Moreover, except for the special case of Boltzmannstatististics (i.e., ei in (2.4) is specied as exponential function), the uniquenessresult in [8] supposes the electrostatic potential v0 to satisfy the regularity conditionrv0 2 L1 (0; T );Lp(
) for some p > N : (1.2)(As to the validity of (1.2) in some nonsmooth situations comp. [5].)The present paper mainly aims to ll that gap by proving global existence anduniqueness results without the restricting hypotheses (1.1), (1.2). To this end weapply to problem (2.1), (2.2), (2.7) { (2.9) an approach developed for model situa-tions in our papers [9], [10], [11], [12]. The key role play sophisticated test functionsin integral identities for proving a priori estimates and the uniqueness result.The paper is organized as follows. Formulations of all hypotheses and mainresults are contained in Section 2. Integral estimates for the chemical potentials viand the electrostatical potential v0 are proved in Section 3. In Section 4 we study theboundedness of the potentials vi and v0. A proof of the existence result is sketchedin Section 5. The detailed proof of our main result, the uniqueness theorem, is givenin Section 5. Finally, Section 6 is devoted to the spcecial case of functions di beinglinear with respect to . This case is studied without growth conditions for thereaction terms.2 Mathematical model and formulation of mainresultsThe drift{diusion model describing n species with densities ui and specic chargesqi was formulated in [6], [7], [8] and reads as follows r  (rv0) = f + nXi=1 qi ui on QT = 
 (0; T ) ; (2.1)@ui@t +r  Ji +Ri = 0 on QT ; i = 1; : : : ; n ; (2.2)where T is a nite time and 
 is a bounded Lipschitzian domain in RN . We supposelater on that N  3. In (2.1) v0 is the electrostatical potential,  is the dielectricpermittivity, f describes external sources (impurities). The currents Ji are given inthe form Ji =  di(; vi;ri); i = 1; : : : ; n ; (2.3)where vi are chemical potentials related to the densities ui by the state equationsui = ui ei(vi); i = 1; : : : ; n ; (2.4)with given, strictly positive state densities ui 2 L1(
). The electrochemical poten-tials i from (2.3) are dened byi = qi v0 + vi; i = 1; : : : ; n: (2.5)2
Remark 2.1 The state equations 2.4 are choosen for simplicity. The results of thepaper remain true for state equations likeui = ui ei(vi + qigi); i = 1; : : : ; n ;with given band edges gi 2 H1;1(
). This can be seen by replacing the argumentvi = i   qi v0 of ei and its derivatives by vi = i   qi v0; v0 = v0   gi. An extensionof our results to piece-wise constant gi's, desirable in view of heterostructures, is nottrivial. However, note that for Boltzmann statistics, i.e., ei = exp, even the casegi 2 L1(
) can be included by setting ui := ui exp(qigi) 2 L1(
).The reaction terms Ri in (2.2) have the form:Ri(; v; ) = X(;)2R r(; v;   )  r(; v;   )(i   i) ; (2.6)where  = (1; : : : ; n);  = (1; : : : ; n) 2 R  Rn are vectors of stoichiometriccoeÆcients and the nite set R denotes the reactions actually taking place in thevolume 
 occupied by the species.Remark 2.2 There are modied drift{diusion models of charged species. So inthe papers [3] and [4] Poisson's equation (2.1) is replaced by the neutrality conditionf + nXi=1 qi ui = 0 on QT = 
 (0; T ) :We complete system (2.1), (2.2) by boundary and initial conditions :  Ji +R i = 0 on  T = (0; T ) @
; (2.7)  (rv0) + v0 = f  on  T ; (2.8)ui(0; ) = hi on 
 ; i = 1; : : : ; n; (2.9)where (x0) is the outer unit normal at x0 2 @
 ; R i represents reactions takingplace on the boundary @
 of 
. We assume thatR i = X(;)2R   r (; v;   )  r (; v;   )(i   i) ; (2.10)where R  is a nite set of vector pairs of stoichiometric coeÆcients and the functionsr  model surface reaction rates.Remark 2.3 As a special feature the boundary condition (2.8) with (2.10) allowsthermal equilibria, i. e. steady states with vanishing driving forces ri. However, theresults of the paper remain true for other kinds of boundary conditions, for example  Ji + i (i   f i ) = 0 on  T = (0; T ) @
;with i; f i 2 L1(@
), i  0. 3
The system (2.1), (2.2), (2.7) { (2.9) will be solved for the unknown vectorv = (v0; v1; : : : ; vn) taking into account the relations (2.3) { (2.5) between v andJ = (J1; : : : ; Jn); u = (u1; : : : ; un);  = (1; : : : ; n), respectively.We assume the data of problem (2.1), (2.2), (2.7) { (2.9) to satisfy followinghypotheses:i) dij(t; x; z; ); i = 1; : : : ; n; j = 1; : : : ; N; r(t; x; v; y); r Æ(t; x0; v; y);(; ) 2 R; (; Æ) 2 R , are measurable functions of (t; x) 2 QT ; (t; x0) 2  Twith respect to Lebesgue and surface measures respectively for every z; y 2 R1 ; 2 RN ; v 2 Rn+1 and continuous functions with respect to y; z; ; v for almostevery (t; x) 2 QT ; (t; x0) 2  T ; di(t; x; z; 0) = 0 for i = 1; : : : ; n; and ui are measurable functions on 
;  2 L1(@
);   0;  6= 0;qi is equal to 1 or to  1 ;ii) ei 2 (R1 ! R1) is continuously dierentiable such that e0i(z) > 0 , z 2 R1 ;limz! 1 ei(z) = 0; limz!+1 ei(z) = +1; R 0 1 ei(z) dz <1; i = 1; : : : ; n;iii) there exist positive constants 1; 2 such that for arbitrary ; 0; 00 2 RN ;(t; x) 2 QT ; z 2 R1NXj=1 dij(t; x; z; 0)  dij(t; x; z; 00)(0j   00j )  1 e0i(z)j0   00j2;dij(t; x; z; )  2(1 + jj)e0i(z); e0i(z)  2 ei(z) for z < 0;1  (x)  2; 1  ui (x)  2; i = 1; : : : ; n; j = 1; : : : ; N ;iv) the functions r(t; x; v; y); r Æ(t; x0; v; y); (; ) 2 R; (; Æ) 2 R , are in-creasing in y 2 R1 for (t; x) 2 QT ; (t; x0) 2  T ; v 2 Rn+1 and there existconvex functions M : R1 ! R1+ = fz 2 R1 : z > 0g; M  : R1 ! R1+ such that[r(t; x; v;   )  r(t; x; v;   )](  )   M(jvj);[r Æ(t; x0; v;   )  r Æ(t; x0; v; Æ  )](   Æ)   M (jvj); i = vi + qiv0:Finally, we assume the data f; f ; hi to satisfy:f 2 C [0; T ];Lp1(
); @f@t 2 L2 0; T ; [W 1;2(
)]; p1 > N2 ;f  2 C [0; T ];Lp2(@
); @f @t 2 L2 0; T ; [W 12 ;2(@
)]; p2 > N   1 ;log(hi) 2 L1(
); i = 1; : : : ; n: (2.11)Denition 2.1 A vector v = (v0; : : : ; vn) is called solution of problem (2.1), (2.2),(2.7) { (2.9), if for i = 1; : : : ; n: 4
i) v0 2 C [0; T ];W 1;2(
); vi 2 L2 0; T ;W 1;2(
) ;ui = uei(vi) 2 C ([0; T ];L2(
)) ; @@t ui 2 L2  0; T ; [W 1;2(
)] ;where the time derivative is to be understood in the sense of distributions,ZZQT ne0i(vi)h @vi@x 2 + @v0@x 2 i+M(jvj)o dx dt <1 ;ZZ T M (jvj) dx dt <1 ; (2.12)ii) for arbitrary test functions ' 2 C1(QT );  2 C1(
), almost every  2 (0; T )and i = 1; : : : ; n the following integral identities hold:Z 0  < @ui@t ; ' > + Z
  NXj=1 dijt; x; vi; @(vi + qiv0)@x  @'@xj++Ri(t; x; v; )' dx+ Z@
R i (t; x; v; )' ds  dt = 0 ; (2.13)Z
(x) NXj=1 @v0@xj @ @xj    nXi=1 qi ui + f(t; x)  dx ++ Z@
  (x)v0   f  ds = 0 ; (2.14)where (t; x) =  1(t; x); : : : ; n(t; x); i(t; x) = vi(t; x) + qi v0(t; x);iii) for test functions ' 2 C1  QT  with '(; x) = 0, x 2 
, the integral identityZ 0 < @ui@t ; ' > dt + Z 0 Z
[ui   hi]@'@t dx dt = 0 (2.15)holds for  2 (0; T ); i = 1; : : : ; n.Besides of (2.2), (2.7) we shall consider for Æ 2 [0; 1] the regularized equations@ui@t +r  J (Æ)i +Ri = 0 on QT ; (2.16)  J (Æ)i +R i = 0 ; on  T ; (2.17)J (Æ)i =  di; v(Æ)i ;ri ; v(Æ)i = maxnvi; 1Æo; J (0)i = Ji ; i = 1; : : : ; n: (2.18)Solutions of problem (2.1), (2.16), (2.17), (2.8), (2.9) are dened as in Denition2.1. In what follows we understand as known parameters the numbers 1; 2; n; N; T;vectors in R;R , norms of the data f; f ; hi in respective spaces and numbers thatdepend only on 
;M;M  and . Moreover, we denote by ck; k = 1; : : : ; constantsdepending only on known parameters. 5
Theorem 2.1 Let the conditions i) { iv), (2.11) be satised. Then there exists aconstant K1 depending only on known parameters and independent of Æ 2 [0; 1] suchthat each solution v of problem (2.1), (2.16), (2.17), (2.8), (2.9) satisesess supt2(0;T )Z
 i vi(t; x)+ @v0(t; x)@x 2 dx + Z@
 (x)v20(t; x) ds++ ZZQT e0i(vi)@(vi + qiv0)@x 2 dx dt  K1 ; (2.19)where i(v) = Z v0 s e0i(s) ds; i = 1; : : : ; n: (2.20)For establishing further integral estimates we need growth conditions for the func-tions e0i; Ri; RTi ; i = 1; : : : ; n:3(vi + 1)  e0i(v)  4(vi + 1); v > 0; 0  i < 4N   2 ; (2.21)Ri(t; x; v; )   4 nXj=1 [vj]p3+ + jv0jp3  1(t; x); for vi > 0 ; (2.22)R i (t; x0; v; )   4 nXj=1 [vj]p4+ + jv0jp4  2(t; x0); for vi > 0 ; (2.23)where 3; 4 are positive constants andp3 <  + 1 + 2N ( + 2); p4 <  + 1 + 1N ( + 2);  = min(1; : : : ; n);1 2 Lr1(QT ); r1 > N + 22 ; 2 2 Lr2( T ); r2 > N + 1:Remark 2.4 The growth condition (2.21) is satised by functions ei according toFermi-Dirac statistics, i.e. by Fermi Integrals:ei(v) = Fi(v) = 1 (i + 1) Z 10 si ds1 + exp(s  v) :Note that the exponential function (Boltzmann statistics) violates(2.21).Standard reaction terms like Shockley-Read and Auger recombination/generation [8]satisfy (2.22)- (2.23).We understand numbers from conditions (2.21) { (2.23) and norms of the functions1; 2 as known parameters too. 6
Theorem 2.2 Let the assumptions of Theorem 2.1 and the conditions (2.21) {(2.23) be satised. Then there exists a constant K2 depending only on known pa-rameters and independent of Æ 2 [0; 1] such that each solution v of problem (2.1),(2.16), (2.17), (2.8), (2.9) satisesZZQT e0i(vi)@vi@x 2 + @v0@x 2 dx dt  K2; i = 1; : : : ; n: (2.24)Theorem 2.3 Let the assumptions of Theorem 2.2 be satised. Then there existconstants K3 and  2 (0; 1) depending only on known parameters and independentof Æ such that for arbitrary t 2 [0; T ]; x; y 2 
kv0kL1(QT )  K3; jv0(t; x)  v0(t; y)j  K3 jx  yj : (2.25)In view of controlling vi(t; x) from below we suppose additionally to (2.22) and (2.22)that for vi < 0; i = 1; : : : ; n:Ri(t; x; v; )  4 ei(vi)F  v0; e(v)+ 1(t; x) ; (2.26)R i (t; x0; v; )  4 ei(vi)F  v0; e(v)+ 2(t; x0) (2.27)with 4; 1(t; x); 2(t; x0) as in (2.21), (2.22), e(v) = (e1(v1); : : : ; en(vn)) and somecontinuous function F : Rn+1 ! R1 .Theorem 2.4 Let the assumptions of Theorem 2.2 and the conditions (2.26), (2.27)be satised. Then there exists a constant K4 depending only on known parametersand independent of Æ 2 [0; 1] such that for each solution v = (v0; v1; : : : ; vn) ofproblem (2.1), (2.16), (2.17), (2.8), (2.9)ess supjvi(t; x)j : (t; x) 2 QT	  K4 ; i = 0; : : : ; n : (2.28)Theorem 2.5 Let the conditions i) { iv), (2.11), (2.21) { (2.23), (2.26), (2.27) besatised. Then the initial{boundary value problem (2.1), (2.2), (2.7) { (2.9) has atleast one solution in the sense of the Denition 2.1.Theorem 2.6 Let the conditions of Theorem 2.5 be satised. Assume additionallythat for i = 1; : : : ; n; j = 1; : : : ; N :(i) the functions dij(t; x; z; ) have the special structuredij(t; x; z; ) = e0i(z)ij(t; x; ) (2.29)where e0i Æ e 1i : (0;1)! (0;1) is piece{wise dierentiable and concave ;7
(ii) the functions e00i ; ij(t; x; ); r(t; x; v; y); r Æ(t; x0; v; y) are locally Lipschit-zian with respect to ; v; y.Then the initial{boundary value problem (2.1), (2.2), (2.7) { (2.9) has a uniquesolution in the sense of the Denition 2.1.Remark 2.5 The Fermi integrals from Remark 2.4 satisfy the respective assump-tions of Theorem 2.6. In particular the concavity property follows easily fromJensens's inequality [1].Corollary 2.1 Let the conditions of Theorem 2.6 be satised and assume addition-ally that the functions fi; F  ; dij; r; r  are Lipschitzian with respect to t. Thenthe solution v of problem (2.1), (2.2),(2.7) { (2.9) is regular in the sense thatt! t @vi@t 2 L1(0; T ;L2(
)) \ L2(0; T ;W 1;2(
)); i = 1; : : : ; n:Remark 2.6 Corollary 2.1 and Theorem 2.4 imply that t! t @ui@t 2 L1(0; T ;L2(
)).Consequently, (2.2) can be understood not only in the sense of distributions, but evenas an equation in L2(0; T ;L2(
)).We conclude this Section considering the special case that the currents Ji are lin-ear with respect to the gradients of the electrochemical potentials i. This case isinteresting in so far as we don't need the growth restrictions (2.22), (2.23) for thereaction terms.Theorem 2.7 Let the conditions i) { iv), (2.11), (2.21), (2.26), (2.27) be satised.Suppose that the reference densities from (2.4) and the exponents i from (2.21)satisfy ui = u ; i =  ; i = 1; : : : ; n (2.30)and that for (; ) 2 R; (; Æ) 2 R   q =   q;   q = Æ  q : (2.31)Moreover, assume the functions dij to have the structuredij(t; x; z; ) = NXk=1 e0i(z)akj(t; x)k ; i = 1; : : : ; n; j = 1; : : : ; N: (2.32)Then all assertions of the Theorems 2.2{2.6 are valid.Remark 2.7 We assumed the conincidence of the i's for simplicity. It is possibleto replace it by some restriction on maxfji jj; 1  i; j  ng. Analogously to [11]it is possible to prove Theorem 2.7 for i satisfying only 0  i < 2N 2 ; i = 1; : : : ; n.We shall prove the Theorems 2.1, 2.2 in Section 3, the Theorems 2.3, 2.4 in Section4 and the Theorems 2.5, 2.6 in Section 5. Finally we shall make some commentswith respect to the proof of Theorem 2.7 in Section 6.8
3 Proof of integral estimatesThe proof of a priori estimates in this section rests on testing the integral identities(2.13), (2.14) by suitable functions. For that purpose the following remark is useful:Remark 3.1 Let F : Rn+1 ! R1 be an arbitrary piece{wise dierentiable functionwith bounded gradient and let v(t; x) be a solution of problem (2.1), (2.16), (2.17),(2.8), (2.9). Then the equality (2.13) holds for '(t; x) = F (v(t; x)). Moreover,(2.14) holds for arbitrary functions  2 W 1;2(
). That follows from (2.12) afterapproximating v(t; x) by smooth functions.Proof of Theorem 2.1. Let v be a solution of problem (2.1), (2.16), (2.17), (2.8),(2.9). Denote by g0(x) a solution of the problem r  (rg0) = f(0; x) + nXi=1 qihi(x) on 
 ; (3.1)  (rg0) + g0 = f (0; x0) on @
 : (3.2)We extend vi(t; x) for t < 0; x 2 
 by setting vi(t; x) = gi(x), wheregi(x) = e 1i  hi(x)ui (x), i = 1; : : : ; n. In analogous way we extend f(t; x) and f (t; x0).Testing the integral identity (2.14) with  (x) = v0(t+s; x) v0(t; x) and integratingon t, we obtain for  2 (0; T ); s 2 (0; T   ),Z  s Z
(x) NXj=1 @@xj hv0(t+ s; x) + v0(t; x)i @@xj v0(t+ s; x)  v0(t; x)  nXi=1 qi ui(t+ s; x) + ui(t; x)+ f(t+ s; x) + f(t; x) v0(t+ s; x)  v0(t; x) dx dt+ Z  s Z@
(x)v0(t+ s; x) + v0(t; x)   f (t+ s; x)  f (t; x)v0(t+ s; x)  v0(t; x) ds dt = 0 : (3.3)Arguing as in the proof of Theorem 2.3 in [11], we infer from (3.3)Z
 (x) @v0(; x)@x 2 dx + Z@
 (x)v20(; x) ds  nXi=1 qi Z 0 < @ui@t ; v0 > dt  c11 + Z 0 Z
 (x) @v0(; x)@x 2 dx dt+ Z 0 Z@
 (x)v20(t; x) ds dt: (3.4)Note that W 1;2(
) can be normed equivalently byZ
 @u(x)@x 2 dx+ Z@
 (x)u2(x) ds 12 :9
Remark 3.1 allows us to test the regularized version of 2.13 with ' = vi + qiv0:Z 0  < @ui@t ;' > + Z
  NXj=1 dijt; x; vÆi ; @(vi + qiv0)@x  @'@xj++Ri(t; x; v; )' dx dt+ Z 0 Z@
R i (t; x; v; )' ds dt = 0: (3.5)So, using (3.4), we getZ
 (x) @v0(; x)@x 2 dx+ Z@
 (x)v20(; x) ds + nXi=1 Z 0  < @ui@t ; vi > ++ Z
  NXj=1 dijt; x; v(Æ)i ; @(vi + qiv0)@x  @@xj (vi + qiv0)++Ri(t; x; v; )(vi + qiv0) dx dt + Z 0 Z@
R i (t; x; v; )(vi + qiv0) ds dt  c21 + Z 0 Z
 (x) @v0(t; x)@x 2 dx dt + Z 0 Z@
 (x)v20(t; x) ds dt:
(3.6)
We transform the integral with @ui@t by means of Lemma 1 and Lemma 3 from [10]and obtain Z 0 < @ui@t ; vi > dt = Z
 ui (x)i vi(; x)  i gi(x) dx: (3.7)Estimating terms with Ri; R i by means of condition iv), we getnXi=1 Ri(t; x; v; )(vi + qiv0) == X(;)2R r;(t; x; v;   )  r(t; x; v;   )  (  )    0;nXi=1 R i (t; x0; v; )(vi + qiv0) == X(;)2R  r (t; x0; v;   )  r (t; x0; v;   )(  )    0:
(3.8)
By condition iii) we obtain from (3.6) { (3.8)Z
 (x) @v0(; x)@x 2 dx + Z@
 (x)v20(; x) dx ++ nXi=1 Z 0 Z
 e0i(vi) @(vi + qiv0)@x 2 dx dt  c21 + Z 0 Z
 (x) @v0(t; x)@x 2 dx dt + Z 0 Z@
 (x)v20(t; x) ds dt: (3.9)10
The last inequality and Gronwall's lemma imply (2.19) and the proof of Theorem2.1 is complete. Lemma 3.1 Let the conditions of Theorem 2.1 be satised. Suppose thatess supt2(0;T ) Z
 uri (t; x) dx  L1 for i = 1; : : : ; n ; (3.10)with numbers r 2   2NN+2 ; N2  and L1 depending only on known parameters. Theness supt2(0;T )Z
 v0(t; x) pNN 2 + v0(t; x)p 2 @v0(t; x)@x 2! dx ++ Z@
 v0(t; x) p(N 1)N 2 ds  L2 ; (3.11)where the constant L2 depends only on known parameters and p is dened byp  NN   2 = (p  1) rr   1 : (3.12)Proof. For arbitrary functions w we denewk(t; x) = minw(t; x); k	; k 2 R1 ; (t; x) 2 QT : (3.13)Testing the integral identity (2.14) with  (t; x) = jv0(t; x)jp 1k sign v0(t; x); k > 0,using the conditions iii), (2.11), (3.10) and Holder's inequality, we obtainZ
 jv0jp 2k @jv0jk@x 2 dx + Z@
 (x)jv0jpk ds  c4Z
 jv0j(p 1) rr 1k dx r 1r + c4Z@
 jv0j(p 1) r(N 1)N(r 1)k dsN(r 1)r(N 1) : (3.14)Hence Sobolev's embedding theorem yieldsZ
jv0jp NN 2k dxN 2N + Z@
 jv0jpN 1N 2k dsN 2N 1  c5Z
 jv0j(p 1) rr 1k dx r 1r + c5Z@
 jv0j(p 1) r(N 1)N(r 1)k dsN(r 1)r(N 1) : (3.15)In view of the restriction on r and (3.12) we infer (3.11) from (3.14) and (3.15)letting k !1. The proof of Lemma 3.1 is completed. In what follows we suppose the conditions (2.21) { (2.23) to be satised. We xa  2 (0; 1) such that  1 +  + 2N ( + 2)  p3;   1 +  + 1N ( + 2)  p4; = maxf1; : : : ; ng  4N   2   NN   2 (3.16)11
and dene r(m) = m ; m = 0; 1; 2 : : : : (3.17)Lemma 3.2 Let the conditions of Theorem 2.2 be satised. Suppose that for somenonnegative integer mZZQT v0(t; x)r(m) @v0@x 2 dx dt + ZZ T (x)v0(t; x)2+r(m) ds dt  L3 ;ZZQT vi(t; x)r(m)+ @vi@x 2 dx dt  L3; i = 1; : : : ; n ; (3.18)with [vi(t; x)]+ = maxfvi(t; x); 0g and a constant L3 depending only on known param-eters and m. Then there exists a constant L4 depending only on known parametersand m such thatZZQT v0(t; x)r(m+1) @v0@x 2 dx dt + ZZ T (x)v0(t; x)r(m+1)+2 ds dt  L4 : (3.19)Proof. Remark that by condition (2.20)ei(v)  c6 vi+1; i(v)  c6 vi+2; v  1; i = 1; : : : ; n; (3.20)where the function i is dened by (2.20). From (2.19), (3.20) we haveess supt2(0;T ) Z
 vi(t; x)i+2+ dx  c7; i = 1; : : : ; n: (3.21)Testing the integral identity (2.14) with  (t; x) = v0(t; x)r(m+1)+1k sign v0(t; x) andusing condition iii) and (2.11) we haveZZQT jv0jr(m+1)k @jv0jk@x 2 dx dt + ZZ T (x)jv0jr(m+1)+2k ds dt  c8 nXi=1 ZZQT uijv0jr(m+1)+1k dx dt + Z T0 Z
 v0(t; x)[r(m+1)+1]p01k dx 1p01 dt++ Z T0 Z@
 v0(t; x)[r(m+1)+1]p02k ds 1p02 dt (3.22)with p0i = pipi 1 ; i = 1; 2. The embedding theorem and (3.18) implyZ T0 Z
 jv0j[r(m)+2] NN 2 dxN 2N dt+ Z T0 Z@
 jv0j[r(m)+2]N 1N 2 dsN 2N 1 dt  c9:(3.23)12
Hence we can estimate the second and the third integral on the right hand side of(3.22) by a constant depending only on known parameters.In order to estimate the rst integral on the right hand side of (3.22) we derive rstlyan auxiliary estimate for vi(t; x). By Holder's inequality, the embedding theorem,(3.18) and (3.21) we obtain with an arbitrary number q 2  0; NN 2:Z T0 Z
 vi(t; x)(i+2)[1 qN 2N ]+[r(m)+2]q+ dx 1q dt  Z T0 Z
 vi(t; x)i+2+ dx 1q N 2N Z
 vi(t; x) [r(m)+2]NN 2 dxN 2N dt Z T0 Z
 vi(t; x)i+2+ dx 1q N 2N Z
 vi(t; x)r(m)+ @vi@x 2 dx dt  c10 : (3.24)Let us choose the number q such thatr(m+ 1) + 1q0 = r(m) + 2 NN   2 ; q0 = qq   1 : (3.25)Since  2 (0; 1) and r(m) = m, we have q0 > NN 2 . Using Holder's inequality,(2.4) and (2.21), we getZZQT uijv0jr(m+1)+1k dx dt  c11 Z T0 Z
 jv0j[r(m)+2] NN 2k dx 1q01 + Z
[vi](i+1)q+ dx 1q dt  c11Z T0 Z
 jv0j[r(m)+2] NN 2k dxN 2N dt Nq0(N 2) Z T0 1 + Z
[vi](i+1)q+ dx 1q N(q 1)N 2 dt1  Nq0(N 2) :
(3.26)
Let q = q  NN 2(q 1) = NN 2   2N 2 q 2  0; NN 2 with q dened by (3.25). Sincer(m)+2q = qr(m)+21  NN   2  1q0 = q r(m) r(m+1)+1 = q(1 ) ;we have by (3.16)(i + 2)h1  qN   2N i+ r(m) + 2q   (i + 1)q == h 2N (i + 2)  i  iq = qN 4 N  i(N   2)  0 : (3.27)The inequalities (3.18), (3.21), (3.24), (3.26), (3.27) implyZZQT uijv0jr(m+1)+1k dx dt  c12 : (3.28)13
So we obtain the desired estimate (3.19) from (3.22), (3.23) and (3.28). This endsthe proof of Lemma 3.2. Lemma 3.3 Suppose that the assumptions of Theorem 2.2 and the inequalities(3.18) are satised for a nonnegative integer m such thati0  r(m+ 1) ; i0 2 f1; : : : ; ng : (3.29)Then there exists a constant L5 depending only on known parameters such thatZZQT vi0(t; x)r(m+1)+ @vi0(t; x)@x 2 dx dt  L5 : (3.30)Proof. For arbitrary functions w1(t; x); w2(t; x) dened on QT we dene the setw1  w2	 = (t; x) 2 QT : w1(t; x)  w2(t; x)	 :By (2.19) and (3.19) we haveZZf[vi0 ]+2jv0jg vi0(t; x)r(m+1)+ @vi0(t; x)@x 2 dx dt  c13: (3.31)To complete the proof we need an analogous estimate with respect to f[vi0 ]+ > 2jv0jg.Testing the identity (2.14) with = jv0jkn[vi0   jv0jk]+k + jv0jkor(m)+" sign v0 ; " 2 (0;]; k > 1;and using condition iii) and (2.11), we obtainI1 + I2  c14I3(1) + I4 + I5 (3.32)where I1 = ZZfjv0j<kgn[vi0   jv0jk]+k + jv0jkor(m)+" @v0@x 2 dx dt;I2 = ZZ T (x)jv0j2kn[vi0   jv0jk]+k + jv0jkor(m)+" ds dt;I3(l) = ZZfjv0jk<vi0g jv0jlkn[vi0   jv0jk]+k + jv0jkor(m)+" l @vi0@x  @v0@x  dx dt;I4 = ZZQT  nXi=1 ui + f(t; x)jv0jkn[vi0   jv0jk]+k + jv0jkor(m)+" dx dt;I5 = ZZ T f (t; x)jv0jkn[vi0   jv0jk]+k + jv0jkor(m)+" ds dt:14
Up to the end of Lemma 3 we choose " = .We estimate I3(l) for natural numbers l < r(m+ 1) by Young's inequalityI3(l)  "1I1 + c15"1 ZZfjv0jk<vi0g jv0j2lk n[vi0   jv0jk]+k + jv0jkor(m+1) 2l @vi0@x 2 dx dt+ c15 ZZfkjv0j<vi0g jvi0 jr(m+1) @(vi0 + qi0v0)@x 2 + jv0jr(m+1) @v0@x 2 dx dt; (3.33)where "1 is an arbitrary positive number. Using the simple inequality@vi0@x 2  c16 @(vi0 + qi0v0)@x 2 + @vi0@x  @v0@x   ;we have from (3.33), (2.19), (3.19) and (3.29)I3(l)  "1I1 + c17"1 1 + I3(2l) + ZZQT jv0jr(m+1) @v0@x 2 dx dt ++ ZZQT [vi0 ]i+ @(vi0 + qi0v0)@x 2 dx dt  "1I1 + c18"1  1 + I3(2l): (3.34)The inequalities (2.19), (3.19) imply also I3(l)  c19 for l > r(m + 1). Therefore,iterating (3.34), we get I3(1) < 12c14 I1 + c19: (3.35)Next we estimate the term I4 by Holder's inequality and condition (2.11):I4 c20 nXi=1 ZZQT jviji+2+r(m+1) dx dt+ Z T0 Z
 jvij[r(m+1)+1]p01 dx 1p01 dt++ nXi=1 ZZQT jv0jr(m+1)+1k ui dx dt+ Z T0 Z
 jv0j[r(m+1)+1]p01k dx 1p01 dt: (3.36)Now all integrals in (3.36) can be estimated from above by a constant dependingonly on known parameters. Indeed, since by (3.16)2N (i + 2) + r(m) + 2  i + 2 + r(m+ 1) == 2N (i + 2)  i   = 1N 4  (N   2)i  N  0;an estimate of the rst integral in (3.36) follows from (3.24) with q = 1. In analogousway the second integral in (3.36) can be estimated by means of (3.24) with q = p02.15
Estimates for the third and the fourth integral in (3.36) follow from (3.28) and(3.23), respectively. So we have shown thatI4  c21: (3.37)Further, condition (2.11), (3.18), (3.23), (3.24) and the embedding theorem yieldI5  c22Z T0 Z@
 jvi0 j+ jv0jk[r(m)+2]N 1N 2 dsN 2N 1 dt + 1  c23ZZQT jvi0 jr(m) @vi0@x 2 + jvi0j2++ jv0jr(m) @v0@x 2 + jv0j2 dx dt+ 1  c24: (3.38)Now (3.32), (3.35), (3.37), (3.38) and (3.19) implyZZfvi0>jv0jg[vi0 ]r(m+1) @v0@x 2 dx dt  c25: (3.39)Finally, the desired inequality (3.30) follows from (2.19), (3.31), (3.39) and the proofof Lemma 3.3 is completed. Lemma 3.4 Let the assumptions of Theorem 2.2 be satised and suppose that theinequalities (3.18) hold for some nonnegative integer m. Moreover, let m and i0 besuch that i0 < r(m+ 1) (3.40)and suppose thatess supt2(0;T ) Z
 vi(t; x)r(m)+2+ dx + ZZQT vi(t; x)r(m)+ @v0@x 2 dx dt  L6 ; (3.41)with a constant L6 depending only on m and known parameters. Then there existsa constant L7 depending only on the same parameters such thatess supt2(0;T ) Z
 vi0(t; x)r(m+1)+2+ dx ++ ZZQT vi0(t; x)r(m+1)+ @v0@x 2 + @vi0@x 2 dx dt  L7 : (3.42)Proof. We start by proving thatZZQT vi(t; x)r(m)+"+ @v0@x 2 dx dt  c26 (3.43)16
for i = i0 and " = "1 = r(m)+2 . We want to apply (3.32) with this ". Since in theproof of Lemma 3.3 I4; I5 have been estimated without using assumption (3.29), wecan suppose (3.38) to be hold. Further, (3.19) holds also true. To estimate I3(l)with the chosen " we apply Young's inequality, (3.18), (3.41) and (3.19):I3(1)  c27 ZZQT [vi0 ]r(m)+ @vi0@x 2 + @v0@x 2++ jv0jr(m)+1k n[vi0   jv0jk]+k + jv0jko[r(m)+1]" 1@v0@x 2 dx dt  c28: (3.44)Now the inequalities (3.31), (3.32), (3.37), (3.38) and (3.44) imply (3.43) for i = i0.Note that this estimate follows in the same way for i = 1; : : : ; n.The key for continuing our previous discussions is following estimateess supt2(0;T ) Z
 vi(t; x)r(m)+"+2+ dx + ZZQT vi(t; x)r(m)+"@vi@x 2 dx dt  c29: (3.45)Indeed, it can be seen from the proof of the Lemma 3.2, that (3.19) and (3.45) imply(3.19) with r(m+ 1) + " instead of r(m+ 1). This ensures that (3.43) remains truefor " = "2 = 2r(m)+2 and even for further steps.The estimate (3.45) follows immediately from (3.43) and (2.19) provided r(m)+"  i. So it remains to prove (3.45) for the case that r(m) + " > i. Tho this endwe test integral identity (3.5) with' = hei(vi)  ei(m0)+ik(i)a() + hei(vi)  ei(m0)+i2k(i);  >  12 ;wherem0 = ess supe 1i hi(x)ui (x); x 2 
; i = 1; : : : ; n;z+ = max(z; 0); [s]k(i) = min(s; k(i));k(i) = ei(k)  ei(m0) for k > m0; a() = 1 for   1; a() = 0 for  > 1 :Then, using Lemma 2 from [10], we can evaluate the rst term:Z 0 < @ui@t ; ' > dt = Z
 u(x)()k;iei vi(; x)  ei(m0) dx ; (3.46)where ()k;i (z) = Z z0 [s]k(i)na() + [s]2k(i)o ds+  12(+ 1)[z+]2+2k(i) : (3.47)We write the space derivative of ' in the form@'@xj = ()k;i (vi) @vi@xj (m0 < vi < k) ; (3.48)17
where (m0 < vi < k) is the characteristic function of the set fm0 < vi < kg andthe function ()k;i (vi) satises for  >  12 the estimatee0i(vi)na() + ei(vi)  ei(m0)2o  ()k;i (vi)  c31e0i(vi)na() + ei(vi)  ei(m0)2o (3.49)for m0 < vi < k with  = min(1; 1 + 2).Using (3.46) { (3.49) and the conditions iii), (2.20) { (2.22), we obtain from (3.5)with the chosen test function 'Z
 hvi(; x)+i2(i+1)(+1)k dx+Z 0 Z
 hvi(t; x)+i2i+2(i+1)k @vi@x 2(m0 < vi < k) dx dt  c32+ 1 2Z 0 Z
 hvi(t; x)+i2i+2(i+1)k @v0@x 2 (m0 < vi < k) dx dt++ nXj=1 Z 0 Z
 vj(t; x)(i+1)(1+2)+p3+ + v0(t; x)(i+1)(1+2)+p3 dx dt++Z 0 Z
 hvi(t; x)+i(i+1)(1+2)r01k dx dt 1r01++ Z 0 Z@
 NXj=0 vj(t; x)(i+1)(1+2)+p4+ ds dt++Z 0 Z@
 hvi(t; x)+i(i+1)(1+2)r02k ds dt 1r02 + 1:
(3.50)
To continue the proof of the inequality (3.45) we choose  such that2i + 2(i + 1) = r(m) + " (3.51)and estimate the right hand side of (3.50) integral by integral. An estimation of therst one follows from (3.43). Note that by (3.51) and (3.16)(i + 1)(1 + 2) + p3 = hr(m) + 2 + 2N ( + 2)i++ hp3   1  i   2N ( + 2)i+ " < r(m) + 2 + 2N ( + 2):Hence estimates for the vj terms, j = 1; : : : ; n; of the second integral on the righthand side of (3.50) follow from (3.24) with q = 1. Taking into account (3.11), thev0 term can be estimated by the same arguments.18
In order to estimate the third integral we use the next inequality that follows anal-ogously to the inequality (3.24):ZZQT vi(t; x)(r(m)+2)(1+ 2N ) dx dt  Z T0 Z
 vi(t; x)r(m)+2+ dx 2NZ
 vi(t; x)(r(m)+2) NN 2+ dxN 2N dt  c33r(m) + 22ess supt2(0;T )Z
 vi(t; x)r(m)+2+ dx 2N ZZQT vi(t; x)r(m)+ @vi@x 2 + vi(t; x)r(m)+2+  dx dt:
(3.52)
It is simple to check that (i + 1)(1 + 2)r01 < (r(m) + 2(1 + 2N ) ; such that thethird integral can be estimated by means of (3.52), (3.41), (3.18).To estimate the last integrals in (3.50) we note rstly following auxiliary inequalitythat follows analogously to the inequality (3.52):ZZ T vi(t; x)(r(m)+2)(1+ 1N )+ ds dt  c34r(m) + 22 Z T0 Z
 vi(t; x)r(m)+ 2N+1+ @vi@x + [vi]+ 2NN+1dxN+1N dt  c35r(m) + 22 ess supt2(0;T )Z
 vi(t; x)r(m)+2+ dx 1N ZZQT vi(t; x)r(m)+ @vi@x 2 + vi(t; x)2+ dx dt:
(3.53)
Then analogous arguments as used for proving (3.24) and (3.53) lead toZZ T vi(t; x)r(m)+2+ 1N (i+2)+ ds dt  c36: (3.54)Since by (3.51) and (3.16)(i + 1)(1 + 2) + p4 < r(m) + 2 + 1N ( + 2) ;(3.54) implies an estimation for the fourth integral on the right hand side of (3.50).Finally, (3.53) implies an estimate for the last integral in (3.50). With (3.50) thekey estimate (3.45) is fully proved. This ends the proof of Lemma 3.4. Proof of Theorem 2.2. Remark that for m = 0 the conditions (3.18), (3.41)follow from Lemma 3.1 and Theorem 2.1. Starting from m = 0, we can iterate theapplication of the Lemmas 3.2 { 3.4. After M +1 steps we arrive at the inequalities(3.19) and (3.42) with m = M . Taking M so large that   (M + 1)  , we getTheorem 2.2.  19
4 L1{estimate of solutionProof of Theorem 2.3. We apply Lemma 3.4 with m = M and M such thatr(M +1)+ 2 > N2 ;  = max(1; : : : ; n). Then Theorem 2.3 follows immediatelyfrom (3.42), conditions i), iii), (2.11) and well known results on the regularity ofsolutions of linear elliptic equations (see, for example [15]) to Poisson's equation(2.1). In what follows we assume the conditions of Theorem 2.4 to be satised. Weshall estimate for vi; i = 1; : : : ; n; separately on the sets fvi > 0g (Lemma 4.1) andfvi < 0g (Lemma 4.2).Lemma 4.1 Let the condition of Theorem 2.4 be satised. Then there exists aconstant L8 depending only on known parameters such that for i = 1; : : : ; n;ess supvi(t; x) : (t; x) 2 QT	  L8 : (4.1)Proof. Using Lemma 3.4 and (3.50) we get for r  r = 2 + 4max(1; : : : ; n)Z
 vi(; x)r+2+ dx + Z 0 Z
 vi(t; x)r+@vi@x 2 dx dt  c37 r21 + Z 0 Z
 vi(t; x)r+@v0@x 2 dx dt ++ Z 0 Z
 vi(t; x)(r+1)r01+ dx dt 1r01 + Z 0 Z@
 vi(t; x)(r+1)r02+ ds dt 1r02 : (4.2)Remark only that Lemma 3.4 gives us the estimate of [vj]p3+ in Lr1(QT ); j = 1; : : : ; n.We start estimating the rst integral on the right hand side of (4.2). Letf'j 2 C1(RN); j = 1; : : : ; J; gbe a partition of unity such thatJXj=1 '2j(x) = 1; @'j@x   c0R for x 2 
; supp'j  B(xj; R);JRN  c0d(
)N ; R < 1; JXj=1  B(xj; R)  c0 ; (4.3)where B(xj; R) is the ball of radius R with centre xj 2 
; c0 is a constant dependingonly on N , d(
) is the diameter of 
; (B(xj; R)) is the characteristic function ofB(xj; R). The radius R will be xed later.We test the integral identity (2.14) with	(t; x) = vi(t; x)r+  v0(t; x)  v0;l(t)'2l (x); v0;l(t) = v(t; xl): (4.4)20
Integration with respect to t and summing up on l yieldZ 0 Z
vi(t; x)r+@v0@x 2 dx dt  c38 rI1(r) + I2(r)++ Z 0 Z
 vi(t; x)rp01+ dx 1p01 dt + Z 0 Z@
 vi(t; x)rp02+ ds 1p02 dt ; (4.5)where I1(r) = JXl=1 Z 0 Z
 vi(t; x)r 1+ v0(t; x)  v0;l(t)'2l (x)@vi@x @v0@x  dx dt ;I2(r) = 1R Z 0 Z
 vi(t; x)r+@v0@x  dx dt:Since by (2.25) v0(t; x)  v0;l(t)  K3R for x 2 B(xl; R) ; (4.6)we obtain c38 rI1(r)  12 Z 0 Z
 vi(t; x)r+@v0@x 2 dx dt ++ c39r2R2 Z 0 Z
 vi(t; x)r+@vi@x 2 dx dt + 1: (4.7)We x R such that 4 c39 c37 r4 R2 = 1: Estimating I2(r) by Cauchy's inequalityand using (4.5), (4.7), we deduce from (4.2)Z
 vi(; x)r+2+ dx + Z 0 Z
 vi(t; x)r+@vi@x 2 dx dt  c40 r2+ 41 + Z 0 Z
 vi(t; x)(r+1)r01+ dx dt 1r01++ Z 0 Z
 vi(t; x)rp01+ dx 1p01 dt + Z 0 Z@
 vi(t; x)(r+1)r02 ds dt 1r02++ Z 0 Z@
 vi(t; x)rp02+ ds 1p02 dt:Hence Sobolev's embedding theorem and standard Moser iteration lead to (4.1) andthe proof of Lemma 4.1 is completed. For " > 0 and arbitrary functions g dened on QT we use the notationsg(")(t; x) = maxg(t; x); "	; g (t; x) = ming(t; x); 0	 : (4.8)21
Lemma 4.2 Let the conditions of the Theorem 2.4 be satised. Then there exists aconstant L9 depending only on known parameters such thatess inf vi(t; x) : (t; x) 2 QT	   L9; i = 1; : : : ; n: (4.9)Proof. Denotem0 = ess supe 1i hi(x)ui (x) : x 2 
; i = 1; : : : ; n ; ei(v) = ei(v)ei( m0) ;	(r)(z) =    1z2 jln zjr + rz2 jln zjr 1e2i ( m0) ; z > 0 :We test the integral identity (3.5) with' = 1e(")i (vi) ln  e(")i (vi)r; 0 < " < 1; r  1 ;to getZ 0 < @ui@t ; ' > dt+ nXj=1 ZZQ dijt; x; v(Æ)i ; @(vi + qiv0)@x 	(r) ei(vi) e0i(vi) @vi@xj  e 1i (") < vi <  m0 dx dt + ZZQ Ri(t; x; v; ) 1e(")i (vi)  ln  e(")i (vi)r dx dt + ZZ  R i (t; x; v; ) 1e(")i (vi) ln  e(")i (vi)r ds dt = 0 : (4.10)Evaluating the rst integral in (4.10) analogously to equality (40) in [10] yieldsZ 0 < @ui@t ; ' > dt = 1r + 1 Zfei(vi)<"g ln  e(")i  vi(; x)r+1ui (x) dx    Zfei(vi)"g jln "jrln  e(")i  vi(; x)ui (x) dx    1r + 1 Z
 ln  e(")i  vi(; x)r+1ui (x) dx : (4.11)We estimate the second integral in (4.10) by using the condition iii) to obtainnXj=1 ZZQ dijt;x; v(Æ)i ; @(vi + qiv0)@x e0i(vi) (r) ei(vi) @vi@xj   e 1i (") < vi <  m0 dx dt   c41 r ZZQ ln  e(")i (vi)r 1 @@xln  e(")i (vi)2 dx dt ++ c42 r ZZQ 1 + ln  e(")i (vi)r@v0@x 2 dx dt :
(4.12)
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Estimating the two last integrals in (4.10) by using (2.26), (2.27) and Lemma 4.1,we getZZQ Ri(t; x; v; ) 1e(")i (vi) ln  e(")i (vi)r dx dt ++ ZZ  R i (t; x; v; ) 1e(")i (vi) ln  e(")i (vi)r ds dt  c43ZZQ 1 + 1(t; x)ln  e(")i (vi)r dx dt ++ ZZ  1 + 2(t; x)ln  e(")i (vi)r ds dt:
(4.13)
By (4.10), (4.11) and (4.13) we nd for w(")(t; x) = ln  e(")i  (vi)(t; x)Z
 w(")(; x)r+1 dx+ ZZQ w(")(t; x)r 1@w"@x 2 dx dt  c44 r2ZZQ 1 + w(")(t; x)r@v0@x 2 + 1(t; x) + 1 dx dt++ ZZ  w(")(t; x)r 2(t; x) + 1 ds dt : (4.14)To estimate that term in (4.14) with the derivative of v0, we test the integral identity(2.14) with 	(t; x) = w(")(t; x)2v0(t; x)  v0;l(t)'2l (x) ; (4.15)where v0;l(t); 'l(x) are the functions from (4.4). By integration on t and taking thesum on l we getZZQ w(")(t; x)r@v0@x 2 dx dt  c45 rI(r) + 1R2 ZZQ w"(t; x)r dx dt ++ Z 0 Z
 w(")(t; x)rp01 dx 1p01 dt + Z 0 Z@
 w(")(t; x)rp02 ds 1p02 dt ; (4.16)where I(r) = JXl=1 ZZQ w(")(t; x)r 1v0(t; x)  v0;l(t)'2l (x)@w(")@x @v0@x  dx dt:23
Using (4.7), we can estimate the last integralc45 r I(r) 12 ZZQ w(")(t; x)r@v0@x 2 dx dt ++ c461 + r2R2 ZZQ w(")(t; x)r@w(")@x 2 dx dt: (4.17)Fixing the number R such that 4 c44 c46 r4R2 = 1, we obtain from (4.14), (4.16)and (4.17)Z
w(")(; x)r+1 dx + ZZQ w(")(t; x)r 1@w(")@x 2 dx dt  c47 r2+ 41 + ZZQ w(")(t; x)rr01 dx dt 1r01++  ZZ  w(")(t; x)r r02 ds dt 1r02 + Z 0 Z
 w(")(t; x)r p01 dx 1p01 dt ++ Z 0 Z@
 w(")(t; x)r p02 ds 1p02 dt :
(4.18)
Remark also that (4.18) impliesZ
 w(")(; x)2 dx + ZZQ @w(")(t; x)@x 2 dx dt  c48 (4.19)with a constant c48 depending only on known parameters. To verify (4.19) we haveto estimate the integrals on the right hand side of (4.18) with r = 1 and then toapply Gronwall's Lemma. As an example we consider the third integral. Dene pby p01 = NN p . Then p < 2 and we can assume p > 1. Using Sobolev's embeddingtheorem we have with p = NpN pc47 Z 0  Z
w(")(t; x)p01 dx 1p01 dt c491 + Z 0 Z
 w(")(t; x)p dx pp dt c501 + ZZQ @w(")@x pw(")p dx dt 18 ZZQ @w(")@x 2 dx dt + c511 + ZZQ w(")(t; x)2 dx dt:
(4.20)
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Now (4.18), (4.19) and standard Moser iterations givew(")(t; x)  c52 ; (4.21)with a constant c52 depending only on known parameters and independent of ". Theestimate (4.21) implies that the measure of the set fei(vi(t; x)) < "g is equal to zeroif jln "j > c52, i.e., vi(t; x) > e 1i  e c52 1)and the proof of Lemma 4.2 is complete. Proof of Theorem 2.4. Theorem 2.4 follows immediately from the inequalities(4.1) and (4.9). 5 Proof of existence and uniquenessProof of Theorem 2.5. We modify the functions ei(z); dij(t; x; z; ); r(t; x; v; y),r Æ(t; x0; v; y) in following way:ei(z) = Z z 1 e0i(min[s;K4]) ds ;edij(t; x; z; ) = dij t; x;min[z;K4]; ;er(t; x; v; y) = r t; x;min[v;K3 +K4];min[y;K];er Æ(t; x0; v; y) = r Æ(t; x0;min[v;K3 +K4];min[y;KÆ]; (5.1)where K3; K4 are the constants from Theorem 2.3, 2.4 andmin[v;K3 +K4] = minj=0;:::;n[vj; K3 +K4]; K =Pni=1  jij+ jij(K3 +K4).Now we consider the system r  (rv0) + f +Xi=1 qieui on QT ; (5.2)@eui@t +r  eJ (Æ)i + eRi = 0; i = 1; : : : ; n on QT ; (5.3)where eui; eJÆi ; eRi are dened by (2.4), (2.18), (2.6) with ei; edi; er instead of ei; di; r.We assume further that Æ = 1K4 .In analogous way we modify the boundary condition (2.17):  eJ (Æ)i + eR i = 0; i = 1; : : : ; n on  T : (5.4)The solvability of the nondegenerate problem (5.2) { (5.4), (2.8), (2.9) can be simplyshown by using backward time discretization (see, for example [2]). By Theorems2.3, 2.4 each solution v = (v0; v1; : : : ; vn) of that nondegenerate problem, satises thea priori estimates (2.25), (2.28). But, because of (5.1), v is automatically solutionof the original problem (2.1), (2.2), (2.7) { (2.9). So theorem 2.5 is proved. 25
We want now to prepare the proof of the uniqueness result. Let us to this aimsuppose contradictionarily the existence of two solutions v(1) =  v(1)0 ; v(1)1 ; : : : ; v(1)n ,v(2) =  v(2)0 ; v(2)1 ; : : : ; v(2)n  of problem (2.1), (2.2), (2.7) { (2.9). Remark that bothsolutions necessarily fulll the a priori estimates (2.25), (2.28). We shall show thatv(1) = v(2).We start by proving auxiliary Lemmas.Lemma 5.1 Let the assumptions of Theorem 2.6 be satised. Then there exists aconstant L10 depending only on known parameters such that for arbitrary  2 (0; T ]nXi=1 Z
v(1)i (; x)  v(2)i (; x)2 dx + ZZQ @(v(1)i   v(2)i )@x 2 dx dt  L10 ZZQ @(v(1)0   v(2)0 )@x 2 + nXl=0 v(1)l   v(2)l 2++ nXi=1 v(1)i   v(2)i 21 + @(v(1)i + qiv(1)0 )@x @v(1)0@x  dx dt : (5.5)Proof. We test the integral identity (2.13) for the solution v(k); k = 1; 2; with '(k),where '(1) = 1e0i(v(1)i )ei v(1)i   ei v(2)i ; '(2) = v(2)i   v(1)i :Taking the sum of the obtained equalities, we getnXi=1 2Xk=1 Z 0 < @u(k)i@t ; '(k) > dt + ZZQ  NXj=1 e0i(v(k)i )ijt; x; @(k)i@x @'(k)@xj ++Ri t; x; v(k); (k)'(k) dx dt + ZZ  R i  t; x; v(k); (k)'(k) ds dt = 0: (5.6)We evaluate the rst integral in (5.6) analogously to Lemma 2 from [10] and obtain2Xk=1 Z 0 < @u(k)i@t ; '(k) > dt = Z
 ui (x) Z v(1)i (;x)v(2)i (;x) v(1)i (; x)  ze0i(z) dz dx  c53 Z
 v(1)i (; x)  v(2)i (; x)2 dx: (5.7)The second one can be estimated by the assumptions (i), (ii) of Theorem 2.6:e0i(z1)  e00i (z1)e0i(z1) ei(z1)  ei(z2)  e0i(z1)  Z z1z2 e00i (s)e0i(s) e0i(s) ds = e0i(z2) ; (5.8)e0i(z1)  e0i(z2)  e00i (z1)e0i(z1) ei(z1)  ei(z2)  c54jz1   z2j2: (5.9)26
The last inequalities, conditions (2.29), iii) and the local Lipschitz continuity of ijimply2Xk=1 NXj=1 e0i v(k)i ijt; x; @(k)i@x @'(k)@xj  e0i v(2)i  NXj=1 ijt; x; @(1)i@x   ijt; x; @(2)i@x @ (1)i   (2)i @xj    c55v(1)i   v(2)i 21 + @(1)i@x @v(1)0@x    c55@ (1)i   (2)i @x @ v(1)0   v(2)0 @x   c56@ v(1)i   v(2)i @x 2   c57v(1)i   v(2)i 21 + @(1)i@x @v(1)0@x + @ v(1)0   v(2)0 @x 2:
(5.10)
By the local Lipschitz continuity of Ri; R i we get 2Xk=1 Ri t; x; v(k); (k)'(k)  c58 nXl=0 v(1)l   v(2)l 2; (5.11) 2Xk=1 R i  t; x; v(k); (k)'(k)  c58 nXl=0 v(1)l   v(2)l 2: (5.12)Using the interpolation inequalityZZ  v2(t; x) ds dt  ZZQ "@v@x 2 + c"jvj2 dx dtfor functions v(1)l   v(2)l ; l = 0; 1; : : : ; n; and suitable " > 0, we obtain (5.5) from(5.6), (5.7), (5.10), (5.12) and the proof of Lemma 5.1 is completed. Lemma 5.2 Let the conditions of Theorem 2.6 be satised. Then a constant L11depending only on known parameters exists such thatZ
@(v(1)0   v(2)0 )@x 2 + v(1)0   v(2)0 2 dx  L11 nXi=1 Z
 v(1)i   v(2)i 2 dx : (5.13)Proof. We test the integral identity (2.14) associated with the solutions v(k),k = 1; 2; with  (1) = v(1)0   v(2)0 ;  (2) = v(2)0   v(1)0 . The sum of the obtainedequalities reads:Z
 (x)@ v(1)0   v(2)0 @x 2 dx+ Z@
 (x)v(1)0   v(2)0 2 ds = 2Xk=1 nXi=1 qi Z
 u(k)i  (k) dx:(5.14)Now (5.13) follows from (5.14), Cauchy and embedding inequalities. 27
Lemma 5.3 Let the conditions of Theorem 2.6 be satised. Then a constant L12depending only on known parameters exists such that for arbitrary  2 (0; T ]nXi=1 Z
v(1)i (; x)  v(2)i (; x)2 dx + ZZQ v(1)i   v(2)i 2@v(1)i@x 2++ @v(2)i@x 2 dx dt  L12 ZZQ  nXi=1 @ v(1)i   v(2)i @x 2++ 1 + @v(1)0@x  + @v(2)0@x 2v(1)i   v(2)i 2++  @@x v(1)0   v(2)0 2 + v(1)0   v(2)0 2 dx dt :
(5.15)
Proof. We test the integral identity (2.13) for the solution v(k); k = 1; 2; withe'(1) = exp  Aei(v(1)i )  exp  Aei(v(2)i )e0i(v(1)i ) ; e'(2) = Av(2)i   v(1)i  exp  Aei(v(2)i );where A is a positive number, depending only on known parameters, such thatAe0i(s)2 + 2 e00i (s)  1 for jsj  K4; i = 1; : : : ; n ; (5.16)with K4 from (2.28). Taking the sum of the obtained equalities, we getnXi=1 2Xk=1 Z 0 < @u(k)i@t ; e'(k) > dt + ZZQ  NXj=1 e0i(v(k)i )ijt; x; @(k)i@x @ e'(k)@xj ++Ri t; x; v(k); (k)e'(k) dx dt + ZZ  R i  t; x; v(k); (k)e'(k) ds dt = 0: (5.17)We transform the rst integral in (5.17) analogously to the inequality (5.7) to obtain2Xi=1 Z 0 < @u(k)i@t ; e'(k) > dt = A Z
 ui (x) Z v(1)i (;x)v(2)i (;x) v(1)i (; x)  z e0i(z) expAei(z) dz dt  c59 Z
 v(1)i (; x)  v(2)i (; x)2 dx: (5.18)To estimate the second term in (5.17) we use the iequality  e00i (z1)e0i(z1)  exp[Aei(z1)]  exp[Aei(z2)]   A Z z1z2 e00i (z) exp[Aei(z)] dz == Ae0i(z2) exp[Aei(z2)]  e0i(z1) exp[Aei(z1)]+ A2 Z z1z2 e0i(z)2 exp[Aei(z)] dz ;(5.19)28
that follows for z1; z2 2 R1 from condition 1) of Theorem 2.6. So we obtainNXj=1 ZZQ e0i v(1)i ijt; x; @(1)i@x @ e'(1)@xj dx dt  I(1) + I(2) + I(3) ; (5.20)whereI(1) = A2 NXj=1 ZZQ ijt; x; @(1)i@x @(1)i@xj Z v(1)iv(2)i e0i(z)2 exp[Aei(z)] dz dx dt;I(2) = A NXj=1 ZZQ ijt; x; @(1)i@x @ v(1)i   v(2)i @xj e0i v(2)i  exp[Aei v(2)i ] dx dt;I(3) = Aqi NXj=1 ZZQ ijt; x; @(1)i@x @v(1)0@xj e00i (v(1)i )e0i(v(1)i ) Z v(1)iv(2)i e0i(z) exp[Aei(z)] dz    e0i v(1)i  exp[Aei v(1)i ] + e0i v(2)i  exp[Aei v(2)i ] dx dt:We rewrite the second term in (5.17) with k = 2 as followsNXj=1 ZZQ e0i v(2)i ijt; x; @(2)i@x @ e'(2)@xj dx dt = I(4) + I(5) + I(6) + I(7) ; (5.21)I(4) =  A2 NXj=1 ZZQ ijt; x; @(1)i@x @(1)i@xj e0i v(2)i 2 exp[Aei v(2)i ] v(1)i   v(2)i  dx dt;I(5) = qiA2 NXj=1 ZZQ ijt; x; @(1)i@x @v(1)0@xj e0i v(2)i 2 exp[Aei v(2)i ] v(1)1   v(2)i  dx dt;I(6) = A2 NXj=1 ZZQ ijt; x; @(1)i@x @v(1)i@xj   ijt; x; @(2)i@x @v(2)i@xj  e0i v(2)i 2 exp[Aei v(2)i ] v(1)i   v(2)i  dx dt;I(7) =  A NXj=1 ZZQ ijt; x; @(2)i@x e0i v(2)i  exp[Aei v(2)i ]@ v(1)i   v(2)i @xj dx dt:We want to estimate sums of terms from (5.20) and (5.21). Note that by (5.16)Z z1z2 e0i(z)2 exp[Aei(z)] dz   e0i(z2)2 exp[Aei(z2)](z1   z2) == Z z1z2 Z zz2 2 e00i () + Ae0i()]2e0i() exp[Aei()] d dz  c60jz1   z2j2 for jz1j; jz2j  K429
and hence I(1) + I(4)  c61 ZZQ v(1)i   v(2)i 2@(1)i@x 2 dx dt : (5.22)The next estimate follows from conditions iii) and (2.29)I(2) + I(7)  c62 ZZQ @(1)i   (2)i@x 2 dx dt   c63 ZZQ(i) @ v(1)0   v20@x 2 dx dt : (5.23)The local Lipschitz continuity of the function e00i impliesA e0i(z2)2 exp[Aei(z2)](z1   z2) + e00i (z1)e0i(z1) Z z1z2 e0i(z) exp[Aei(z)] dz    e0i(z1) exp[Aei(z1)] + e0i(z2) exp[Aei(z2)]  c64jz1   z2j2for arbitrary numbers z1; z2 2 [ K4; K4] and consequentlyI(3) + I(5)  c65 ZZQ 1 + @(1)i@x @v(1)0@x   v(1)i   v(2)i 2 dx dt: (5.24)Further, the local Lipschitz condition for ij yields:I(6) c66 ZZQ @ v(1)i   v(2)i @x @v(1)i@x + @(2)i@x ++ @v(1)i@x   @ v(1)0   v(2)0 @x v(1)i   v(2)i  dx dt: (5.25)Finally, we obtain from (5.17), (5.18), (5.22) { (5.25) with view of (5.11), (5.12)nXi=1 Z
v(1)i (; x)  v(2)i (; x)2 dx + ZZQ v(1)i   v(2)i 2@v(1)i@x 2 dx dt  c67 ZZQ  nXi=1 @ v(1)i   v(2)i @x 2 + 1 + @v(1)0@x 2v(1)i   v(2)i 2++ @ v(1)i   v(2)i @x @(2)i@x (v(1)i   v(2)i ++ @ v(1)0   v(2)0 @x 2 + v(1)0   v(2)0 2 dx dt:
(5.26)
Changing the places of v(1)i and v(2)i in (5.26) and applying Cauchy's inequality, wearrive at the desired estimate (5.15) and the proof of Lemma 5.3 is complete. 30
Lemma 5.4 Under the conditions of Theorem 2.6 a constant L13 depending onlyon known parameters exists such that for all  2 (0; T ]; R 2 (0; 1];ZZQ v(1)i   v(2)i 2@v(1)0@x + @v(2)0@x 2 dx dt  L13R2 ZZQ @ v(1)i   v(2)i @x 2 dx dt++ Z 0 Z
 v(1)i   v(2)i 2p01 dx 1p01 +Z@
 v(1)i   v(2)i 2p02 ds 1p02  dt ; (5.27)where  is the Holder exponent from Theorem 2.3.Proof. Let f'j(x)g; j = 1; : : : ; J; be a partition of unity satisfying (4.3) with anumber R to be chosen later on. We test the integral identity (2.14) associatetedwith the solution v(k); k = 1; 2; with	(k)(t; x) = JXl=1 v(k)0 (t; x)  v(k)0;l (t)'2l (x)v(1)i (t; x)  v(2)i (t; x)2; v(k)0;l (t) = v(k)0 (xl):We obtain after integration with respect to t and using the Holder inequalityZZQ (x)v(1)i   v(2)i 2@v(k)0@x 2 dx dt  I(8)(k) + I(9)(k) ++ c68 Z 0 Z
 v(1)i   v(2)i 2p01 dx 1p01 + Z 0 Z@
 v(1)i   v(2)i 2p02 ds 1p02  dt ; (5.28)I(8)(k) =  2 JXl=1 NXj=1 ZZQ (x)@v(k)0@xj @'l@xj'l  v(k)0   v(k)0;l v(1)i   v(2)i 2 dx dt;I(9)(k) =  2 JXl=1 NXj=1 ZZQ (x)@v(k)0@xj  @ v(1)i   v(2)i @xj '2l v(k)0   v(k)0;l v(1)i   v(2)i dx dt:Estimating I(8)(k); I(9)(k) by Cauchy's inequality and using (4.6), we obtain (5.27)immediately from (5.28) and the proof of Lemma 5.4 is complete. Proof of Theorem 2.6. >From (5.5) we get by applying Cauchy's inequalityto the second term and using (5.13), (5.15), (5.27) with suitable RnXi=1 Z
 v(1)i (; x)  v(2)i (; x)2 dx + ZZQ @(v(1)i   v(2)i )@x 2 dx dt  c69 nXi=1 ZZQ v(1)i   v(2)i 2 dx dt + Z 0 Z
 v(1)i   v(2)i 2p01 dx 1p01 dt ++ Z 0 Z@
 v(1)i   v(2)i 2p02 ds 1p02 dt: (5.29)31
Here the second integral on the right hand side can by estimated by the interpolationinequalityZ 0 Z
 v(1)i   v(2)i 2p01dx 1p01 dt  "ess sup0<< Z
 v(1)i (; x)  v(2)i (; x)2 dx ++ ZZQ @ v(1)i   v(2)i @x 2 dx dt+ c(") ZZQ v(1)i   v(2)i 2 dx dt ; (5.30)where p01 = p1p1 1 < NN 2 and " > 0: Analogously we get for the last integral in (5.29)nXi=1 Z
 v(1)i (; x)  v(2)i (; x)2 dx  c70 nXi=1 ZZQ v(1)i   v(2)i 2 dx dt: (5.31)Hence Gronwall's lemma yields v(1)i = v(2)i for i = 1; : : : ; n. Finally, v(1)0 = v(2)0follows from (5.13) and Theorem 2.6 is proved. Proof of Corollary 2.1 Let v be the solution of (2.1), (2.2),(2.7) { (2.9). Setv(1)i = vi(t; x); v(2)i (t; x) = vi(t + Æ; x); i = 0; : : : ; n ; Æ 2 (0; T   t):We test integral identity (3.5) with the functions'(1) = t2 1e0i(v(1)i )ei v(1)i   ei v(2)i ; '(2) = t2(v(2)i   v(1)i ):Then, arguing essentially as in the proof of (5.29) and (5.31), we obtain 2 nXi=1 Z
 v(1)i (; x)  v(2)i (; x)2 dx + ZZQ t2@(v(1)i   v(2)i )@x 2 dx dt  c71 nXi=1 ZZQ t2v(1)i   v(2)i 2 dx dt + Æ2:Now dividing by Æ2, applying Gronwall's lemma and taking the limit Æ ! 0, thecorollary follows. 6 Proof of Theorem 2.7We start from the proof of (2.24) making some changes in the proof of Theorem2.2. In the proof of Lemmas 3.1, 3.2, 3.3 we didn't use the conditions (2.22), (2.23).32
Consequently, the results of these Lemmas remain valid.We replace the test function ' in the proof of Lemma 3.4 by' = ha() + (v) M0+ikvi; (v) = nXi=1 i(vi); i = 1; : : : ; n ; (6.1)where  > 0; k > 1, the function i(z) is dened by (2.20), M0 = Pni=1 i(m0),m0 and a() are the same numbers as in the proofs of the Lemmas 4.2 and 3.4,respectively.Using the equalities   q =   q;   q = Æ  q for (; ) 2 R; (; Æ) 2 R  and themonotonicity condition for the functions r; r Æ, we ndnXi=1 Ri(; v; )vi = nXi=1 X(;)2R r(; v;   )  r(; v;   )(i   i)vi == X(;)2R r(; v;   )  r(; v;   )(  )    0 ;nXi=1 R i (; v; )vi  0 ;  = (1; : : : ; n); i = qiv0 + vi : (6.2)Using the test function from (6.1) and the inequality (6.2), we obtain from (2.13)nXi=1 Z 0 <@ui@t ; ha() + (v) M0+ikvi > dt + ZZQ NXj;k=1 e0i(vi)ajk(t; x) @@xk (vi + qiv0) @@xjha() + (v) M0+ikvi dx dt  0: (6.3)We evaluate the rst integral in (6.3) following Lemma 2 in [10] to getnXi=1 Z 0 <@ui@t ; ha() + (v) M0+ikvi > dt == Z
 u Z (v(;x))0 ha() + z  M0+ik dz dx  1 + 1Z
 uha() + (v(; x)) M0+i+1k dx   c71a(): (6.4)
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To estimate the second integral in (6.3) we note that:nXi=1 NXj;k=1 e0i(vi)ajk @vi@xk @@xjha() + (v) M0+ikvi == ha() + (v) M0+ik nXi=1 NXj;k=1 e0i(vi)ajk @vi@xk @vi@xj ++ ha() + (v) M0+i 1k NXj;k=1ajk nXi=1 e0i(vi)vi @vi@xk  nXl=1 e0l(vl)vl @vl@xj 0 < (v) M0 < k   a()  c72ha() + (v) M0+ik nXi=1 e0i(vi)@vi@x 2:
(6.5)
Now (6.3) { (6.5) and (2.21) implyZ
 uha() + (v(; x)) M0+i+1k dx ++ ZZQT ha() + (v) M0+ik nXi=1 e0i(vi)@vi@x 2 dx dt  c73(+ 1)2ZZQ nha() + (v) M0+ik +M0o nXi=1 e0i(vi)@v0@x 2 dx dt + a():
(6.6)
With view of the proof of Lemma 3.4 we want to reestablish (3.45) as a consequenceof (3.43) (and (3.41)) . Note that by assumption i =  and let us assume thatr(m)+" > . Choosing  in (6.6) such that (2+)+ = r(m)+" we can estimatethe right hand side of (6.6) by (3.43) for i = 1; : : : ; n. Hence (6.6) implies (3.45).Repeating all another discussions from the proofs of Lemma 3.4 and Theorem 2.2,we obtain the inequality (2.24). The proof of (2.25) in the considered case coincideswith that one in the proof of Theorem 2.3.In order to prove (2.28) we need only to check (4.1). We have from (6.6) with   1Z
 uh v(; x) M0i+1+ dx + ZZQ h(v) M0i+ nXi=1 e0i(vi)@vi@x 2 dx dt  c73(+ 1)2ZZQ h(v) M0i+ nXi=1 e0i(vi)@v0@x 2 dx dt +M0: (6.7)34
To estimate the last integral we test the identity (2.14) with (t; x) = h v(t; x) M0i+ nXi=1  1 + [vi]+hv0(t; x)  v0;l(t)i'2l (x) ;where the notations from (4.4) are used. Integration on t and summing up on l giveZZQ h(v) M0i+ nXi=1 e0i(vi)@v0@x 2 dx dt  c74  nXi=1 ( JXl=1 ZZQ e0i(vi) h(v) M0i+jv0   v0;lj'2l @vi@x @v0@x + 1R2 dx dt ++ Z 0 Z
 h(v) M0i+e0i(vi)p01 dx 1p01 dt ++ Z 0 Z@
 h(v) M0i+e0i(vi)p02 ds 1p02 dt +M0):
(6.8)
Using (4.6), we obtain from (6.7), (6.8)Z
 h v(; x) M0i+1+ dx + ZZQ h(v) M0i+ nXi=1 e0i(vi)@vi@x 2 dx dt  c75 2+ 4(M0 + Z 0 Z
 h(v) M0i(+1)p01+ dx 1p01 dt++ Z 0 Z@
 h(v) M0i(+1)p02+ ds 1p02 dt): (6.9)The last inequality implies (4.1) by standard Moser iteration.The proofs of the existence and uniniquenes (Theorems 2.5, 2.6) remain valid underthe assumptions of Theorem 2.7. This ends the proof of Theorem 2.7. References[1] G. Albinus, Convex analysis of the energy model of semiconductor devices,WIAS Preprint 285, Berlin (1996).[2] H.W. Alt, S. Luckhaus, Quasilinear elliptic-parabolic di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